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In 2014, a group of 9 Indus copper plates ( 2600 BCE), discovered in a private

collection in Pakistan, revealed an incredible secret. The plates proved that

printing was first invented in India more than 1500 years before the first known

printing, in China around 700 BCE.
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Authors Vasant Shinde & Rick J Willis wrote a detailed scientific paper discussing the discovery & its implications. The

plates are larger and stronger than known copper plates or tablets, but the most significant detail is that they are inscribed

with mirrored characters.
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One of the plates bears 34 characters, which is the longest known single Indus script inscription. A thorough examination

revealed the copper plates were not used as seal but as templates for copper plate printing. This makes them the earliest

known printing devices, by far.
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In their paper,  Shinde &  Willis write:

"They are quite different from other metal plates or tablets recovered from Mohenjo-daro & Harappa, as they are larger and

much thicker, but most significantly they bear inscriptions only on one surface and the script is reversed. “
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“Data from all tests, including x-ray fluorescence metal analyses, conventional and scanning electron microscopy, and

metallographic analysis are totally consistent with metal artifacts from Indus Valley (Harappan) civilization, c. 2600–2000

BC.”
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“The plates have all attributes of printing plates: fine engraving & reversed writing. They are the earliest printed form of art,

possibly printed on silk, leather or bark, as paper did not exist then. We have produced quite acceptable images onto native

silk cloth..."
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"Thus it is suggested that these unique copper plates are the world’s earliest known printing plates, & moreover, would have

provided the world’s earliest printed works of art."

The plates show imagery & details similar to seals/tablets excavated from Indus Valley sites.
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The most unusual copper plate depicts a deity with a horned head-dress, seated in yogic position, bearing a gem on his

chest like the Kaustubha jewel of Vishnu. To the right, is a small Tulsi plant. This may be the earliest depiction of Shree

Vishnu.
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The scientists worked with a master printer to validate their theory. All nine plates were trialled in a cylinder printing press

using 2 types of ink which could simulate inks available millennia ago: carbon black pigment and ferric oxide pigment.
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Prints were first trialled by being printed on Tussar silk cloth & parchment, materials for which evidence of native silk fibres



was found at Indus Valley. Tussar silk is still manufactured from cocoons of the wild silk moth 'Antherea paphia' in India.
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This ancient tradition continues to this day in many parts of modern India, where special handcrafted wooden & metal

templates are used to hand block beautiful designs on Silk. Over time specific patterns and designs have come to signify

cultural traditions.
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The results of printing were remarkable. That these plates were designed for printing was further corroborated by their

unusual thickness & strength to take the pressure required. The plates were used with simple pressure from a heavy object

to press the ink onto the medium.
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This extraordinary discovery provides strong evidence that printing was first invented in India’s Saraswati Sindhu civilization

more than 1500 years before China. We are sure to discover many more such facts about our heritage as technology

enables path breaking research.
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Images & data were sourced from the Shinde & Willis research paper which you can read here:

https://t.co/T5IwuR40RD
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